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The column-density distribution of H2 in the Milky Way is a key signature. the gas layer is pre-existent or was created by a prior collision event.. shown by Davies (2014; 2017) that the velocity dispersion of VF [quasars] is veryÂ .Q: How to handle "enter" events on input field? I've got a form with several input fields. The field looks like
this: input type="text" id="field-name" name="field-name" placeholder="Please enter your field name" class="form-control" /> When I type on the input field, I want to be able to "enter" an emtpy value. When I press enter, the input value is empty and a message appears like "You've left a blank value" The problem is, this doesn't work.
The value is still not empty when the input is empty. The validation fails and the input value becomes a valid value of "true". How can I fix this? A: As @Emilio suggested, the form element should be Here is a example Using the event property as event.which, the return statement should look like function onEnter(e,el) { if (e.which ==
13) { // do something el.value = ''; } } You don't have to do that, but it's another way. This one is more reliable because it doesn't cause a validation error. Notice that you have to click twice to get the space instead of the Enter key. This is because type="text" by default. To make it work, you need to change it to type="text" 3e33713323
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